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The Moduli Space of Kahler Structures on
a Real Compact Symplectlc Manifold
By

Akira FUJIKI* and Georg SCHUMACHER**

Introduction
Let (M, (o) be a compact symplectlc C°°-manifold. We study in
this paper the moduli space Ji^ of C°° Kahler structures on (M 3 o>) 0
These are precisely the complex structures / on M such that a) is a
Kahler form on the complex manifold (M,/).
First J£v can be naturally described as the quotient space *% itj®<»
of the space <git<0 of Kahler structures on (M, o>) by the action of
the groups &m of symplectic diffeomorphisms on (Af, <M). In order
to treat this infinite dimensional object, we introduce the Sobolev
//^-completions ^f i<a and &* of <& it(0 and Of^ respectively and consider
the quotient spaces u?*:=<??ifll/^i+1 for all sufficiently large k. Therefore the spaces ^* are quotients of complex Hilbert analytic spaces
by topological groups which are real Hilbert manifolds. We prove
that these actions are proper (Theorem 30 3). We view Ji^ as the
inverse limit of Jt^ with the induced Hausdorff topology. It contains
the open subspace Ji'm of Kahler structures which admit no nonvanishing holomorphic vector fields. Our main result (Theorem 6B 9)
states that Jt'^limJt^ is naturally an ILH-V-space3 i. e0 Jt'0 is
locally a quotient of an ILH-space by a finite group. Here an
ILH-space is essentially an ILH-manifold in the sense of Omori
[OM] with singularities.
The proof of the main theorem is mainly based upon the construction of slices in the ILH-category for the action of 2m on 9%><B
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(Theorem 5. 6)8 Namely we construct for each point a of & ii<0 a
locally closed subspace £P passing through a and an ILH-diffeomorphism of Fx^ to a neighborhood of a in ^iit09 where V is a neighborhood of ff in its orbit under £&m. Moreover £P is invariant under
the action of the isotropy group 2a of a, and if <p°y 0^4= 0 for a
^e^a, then <p^@a. Note that @a is just the group of holomorphic
isometrics of the corresponding Kahler structure. The quotient maps
Sf-^y/<£}<, for various a induce the local uniformizing systems for
our ILH-V-structure. The construction of the above slices requires
an infinitesimal slice theorem, which states the decomposition of the
space of (05 2) -tensors on (M,a) into the tangent space of @l+l and
its orthogonal complement by means of a differential operator with
injective symbol (Theorem 4.3). The above slice theorem is an
analogue of a result of Ebin [EB], who constructs a slice for the
action of the diffeomorphism group of the space of Riemannian
metrics on a fixed compact C°° manifold (cf. also [KO]).
Let ^e// 2 (M, J2) be the de Rham class of co and Jl^ the set of
isomorphism classes of polarized Kahler manifolds whose underlying
differentiable structure is (Af, ^) [FU, SGH]B Then we have a natural
map from Jim to ^.
We show that Jtx is a disjoint union of the
images of JHa, where co runs through a set of representatives of the
space of connected components of the symplectic forms representing
I. In particular Jt^ has countable topology.
The essential part of this work has been done, while the second
named author stayed at RIMS, Kyoto University. He would like to
express his gratitude for its kind hospitality and for support by DFG.
The first named author expresses his gratitude towards the Munster
university for its kind hospitality.

1.

Almost Complex Structures on a Symplectic Manifold

Let M be a fixed (connected) compact C°°-manifold of even
dimension 2m, and T its tangent bundle. An almost complex structure
on M is by definition an endomorphism a of T with o2 = idTe
If
0X:T?-*T?9 x&M, is the induced endomorphism on a fiber of the
complexified tangent bundle, then the eigenspaces S0iX with eigenspace
— V —1 form a subbundle S0CiTc such that S0ff)Sa = Tc9

where the
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bar denotes the conjugation on C. Conversely such a subbundle
determines an almost complex structure 0
If M is equipped with an arbitrary C°°-metric, then Hk(M) shall
denote the Sobolev space of real functions on M whose distributional
covariant derivatives exist up to order h and are square-integrable,
For any coordinate covering of M and a subordinate partition of
unity {orj, the space Hk(M) consists of all functions / such that
a^f^Hk(R2m}a
Further given a (normed) vector bundle E on M
of class C°°3 we denote by Hk(E) the space of all //^-sections. The
space of /^-sections of a vector bundle is well-defined provided its
transition functions can be chosen of class Hk for m^k^oo. A subbundle FdE is called of class //*, if it can be spanned locally by
H*-sections. In this case we have a natural embedding
Hk(F)->Hk(E)
as a closed subspace0
Definition 1. 1.
k

For any natural number k^>m we set
c

V a°.= {Sc:T iS is an Hk subbundle, S@S = TC}.
The elements of *% \ will be called almost complex structures of class Hka
Two almost complex structures #, r will be called of finite distance, if
the projection Sa®Sa-*S0, restricted to 5r? is an isomorphism of Hk
vector bundles. If a^tf*, then
f/((j) : = {re^*;cr and r of finite distance} .
Proposition 1 8 2 0 Let m<A<oo 0 Then:
(i) The space ^\ carries the structure of a complex analytic Hilbert
manifold, which is Hausdorff (cf. [DOU]).
(ii) If aEi&a, then there is a natural C -analytic isomorphism of
manifolds between U(a) and an open subset of the tangent space Ta(^k^
~H* (6^(8)5;), where S* denotes the dual of Sa.
Proof of (i). We shall use the transition functions later and
therefore give a short argument,
Let re[/(ff). Then ST is the graph of a map (ids —A):Sa-^Sa^
where A^Hk(S*(x)Sa) is uniquely determined 0 We use for this proof
the notation A=Aa(r} and claim that the natural bijection <f> sending
Aff(p) to AT(p)9 p^U(ff) flf/(r) is C-analytic, which can be reduced
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to the case re £/(#). We fix a point p of M and write Sp and Ar(p)
for Sptp and At(p)p.
Any point of Sp has unique representations
x — Aa(p}(x)=y—Ar(p)(y)
in Sa®Sa and *St05r; furthermore
As

x'=y— (At(p') (y) —Aa(p)
is a decomposition Ar(a) (y) =AT(p) (y) —Aa(p) (x) +A0(r)A9(p) (x)
and x'=y-~Ai(<j)(y)=x-A&]A0(p)(x).
Denote by I0:S0-+S&5a
etc. the canonical map. Then Ia — Aa(T)Aa(p)'.Sa-^S0 is by the above
equation (peAf fixed) injective, and (/ff - ^a (r) ^40 (p) )~l(=Hk (S* 0 5tf) .
The C-analyticity of <p follows from:
(1.1)

AT(p)=IT-(Ia-

Given two different Hk sections of 5"*®*^ their values are different at
some point of M. Since the evaluation map is continuous9 the HausdorfF
property follows immediately.
Definition 1.3. We set #*={ae#J; a is an integrable almost
complex structure} . A complex analytic subspace of a complex analytic
Hilbert manifold is by definition a subspace which is locally the zerolocus of a holomorphic map to a Hilbert space0
Proposition 1.4.
The set <%} is a closed complex analytic subspace
of & * of infinite dimension,
Proof. Let a e t f j . Let T(Q'»=S0 be the bundle of tangent (0, 1)vectors with respect to ff. Then one assigns to any p^U(a} the
tensor A^.Hk(Sa®Sa) as in 1.2, which induces a (0, l)-form <j> with
values in jT(li0). The integrability condition is

(1.2)

3#-yW,#]=0.

The corresponding map Hk(S*®Sa)-^Hu~l(A2(Sa}®Sa))
is a quadratic
polynomial with necessary estimates. So ^*nt/(e7) is C7-analytic in
t/(<7).

For the closedness of ^\ in ^*, we pick a sequence of integrable
structures an converging to re^ 7 *. Now there exists an nQ such that
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all an are of finite distance of 0nQ n^nQ^ which yields the closedness.
Let a) be a (real) symplectic form of class C°° on Mj i. e0 a nowhere
degenerate real ^-closed 2-form on M.

1050
< k

We set

:= ff (

^ a . a > [ ^ ^ l t to is ^-invariant and induces a positive definite
Hermitian form on Sa]

and

(We identify <u with its C linear extension to TC0)
Any element a^ffkaiQ) (resp. ^f i(a ) is called an almost Kdhler (resp.
Kahlef) structure on the real symplectic manifold (M9 CD) .
For all a^<£*tto the symplectic form CD furnishes a canonical isomorphism between S* and Sa and an isomorphism c:Hk(

Proposition I, 60 (i) Let a^^ka>Q)e Then #* i ( B is contained in the
coordinate neighborhood f / ( c j ) C ^ J 5 and ^kai(0 is a locally closed submanifold of U(a).
(ii) The natural open embedding of U(a} into its tangent space T0(^l)
induces an open embedding of ^li(0 into its tangent space Ta(^kai<0)a
Moreover with respect to Ta(% *) ~Hk(Sa®50) (via 0 Tff(<& *at<0) corresponds
to Hk(S*(Sa»,
(iii) tfl.a is contractible,
We prove (i) and (ii) : Let (z>l5 . . . 5 vm) be a local m-frame of class
H that spans Sa. Take any re<^ i < y such that St is spanned by a
local m-frame (^i 3 = 0 o ? ^ m ) of class Hk. Let
k

with complex Hk coefficients 0
Since co induces a positive definite
Hermitian form on ST and re[/(<0, (-4*) .•.*=!... •« is invertible and
therefore by passing to another local frame (wl^ao^wm) we may
assume Akt=dkia
By an elementary calculation one can see that
Vi-»Alvi defines an //^-section A of S*®$0 which corresponds to r in
the sense of 1.2. By the isomorphism S%®Sa-*Sa®Sa induced by CD,
A is mapped to a symmetric tenson The image of <gkaiQ) in 17(0-) is
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characterized by symmetricity and by the condition that Ids —A°A is
positive definite with respect to the Hermitian structure induced by a
and CD. (iii) is a consequence from the above description of elements
of #*.«, by sections
Remark 1. 7. One can show that &kat<0 is diffeomorphic to a Hilbert
space.
Remark I, 8, Let ^>-»Af be the C°° fiber bundle whose fibers consist
of the GraBmann manifolds of m-planes in Tcx for #eAf.
We denote by ja/ = Wj/ % C^* the open subspace given by jtfx =
*eM

(SxG&*x',SxnSx=(Q)}
and by &-*M the fiber bundle with fibers
3% *— {Sx^^x'><*>x induces a positive definite Hermitian structure on Sx] .
(Note that the fibers 3% x are canonically isomorphic to Siegel upper
half spaces of dimension m(m + l)/2 9 )
Then &1 and ^J i ( D resp. are the spaces of //^-sections of s/-*M
and &-+M resp. in the sense of Palais [PA],
We shall construct distinguished Sobolev norms on the tangent
spaces of ^J i < u o
Let 0-e^* i f l ) 8 Denote by ga the Riemannian metric on M underlying the Hermitian structure induced by a and o)\ more precisely
(1.3)

&(£,?) = -"(?,*?)

for any real vector fields ? and ya In particular ga is of class Hk.
The symmetric tensor ga turns S2(Sff) into a Hermitian vector bundle 8
On the space of //^-sections of S2(Sff) i. ea on T0(^\t(0) a weak (i.e.
non-complete) inner product is defined by
(1-4)

(e,?)o.,

Observe that by means of the natural isomorphism (cf.1.6)
Ta(%katCO)-*Hk(S*®Sa} we have &(£,?)= trace (?•?). In L 7 the fibers
^ are realized as bounded symmetric domains which we equip with
the Bergman metric m xa If re^*^ and ^ ^ f ] ^ T T ( ^ \ t ( 0 } ^ then for any
x the vectors c00 3 *]W are tangent vectors of &x >at r(^), whose
Hermitian product is HZ* (£(#)> 3 ?(^))r(*)« In fact this is related with gre
Lemma 1. 90
(1.5)

&(£,?) W=
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Proof \ We consider any two tangent vectors f, 37 at r as elements
of Hk(SS®Sa) with respect to the embedding «**.«,«- >U(a). A
differentiation of the map ic:AT(p)-*Aa(p) (cf.(L I)) at /o = r Immediately
yields as derivative

(/>*) (r) :

so

(1-6)

^(6, i?) 00 = trace (D^(r)- 1 ^) (D/O^M (?))

Proposition L 10. TA^ ze^^flA: Hermitian inner product (1. 4)
(^c,<a) depends smoothly on the base point,
Proof, We fix any eie^^. The tangent bundle of #Jp ffl can be
trivialized by the embedding into U(0). Then (1.6) implies that
the assignment (r, £, 17) ->^r (c9 77) (^) is a C°° map from
to Hk(M)c*

Since (^m is of class C°% the assertion holds.

A complex analytic Hilbert manifold with a weak Hermitian metric
is called a weak Hermitian symmetric space , if for any of Its points p
there exists a holomorphic isometric involution with p as an Isolated
fixed point
Proposition L 11. The complex analytic Hilbert manifold ^J
the above weak Hermitian metric is a weak Hermitian symmetric space.
Proof a Given an element <7e#* i < B 9 we choose the embedding
Vl.»-*U(<r)<lHk(S2(S0)).
By formulas (L 4) and (1.6) the map
AO(T)-*—AO(T') Is an Isometry0
Remark 1. 12.

More generally, the space of H/c!-sectlons of any
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C°° fiber bundle with fiber a Hermitian symmetric space (instead of
a Siegel upper half space) and analytic structure group has a natural
structure of a weak Hermitian symmetric space.
We can also give a distinguished (strong) Hermitian structure on
& a,a>- We use Yano's Construction [YA5 VI. 6] of a metric connection
D = Da on an almost //ermitian manifold with torsion such that the
almost complex structure is parallel. It is given with respect to real
coordinates by
k

d.7)

n=e«}+-j-jv&,

where N*j denotes the Nijenhuis torsion tensor. Or, if X9 Y are real
vector fields, then
(1. 8)

DxY=±-(rxY-orx(*Y».

As D is type-preserving, it induces connections on S^Sa and S2(Sa)9
which we denote by the same letter. Now on the spaces of HPsections of these bundles, Sobolev norms are given by
(1. 9)

(£, 7)M = j=OJM

(Here gff is naturally extended to a Hermitian product on spaces of
tensors). This assignment turns each tangent space !T ff (#* i<u ) into a
Sobolev space. We will show in the next paragraph that this inner
product is invariant under the symplectic diffeomorphism group (as
well as the weak product).

2.

The Group of Symplectic Hfe-Diffeomorphisms

As a non-linear problem, the construction of the group of Sobolev
diffeomorphisms on a compact differentiable manifold was treated by
Ebin [EB] in the framework of H* sections of a differentiable fiberbundle F-*M on a compact manifold.
k

If &>m=-^-dimAf, then the

space H (F) was given the structure of a C°° Hilbert manifold that
for k^>m+r there is a natural continuous embedding of it into the
Banach manifold of Cr sections of FB
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Mappings of M to itself are treated as sections of the trivial
fiber bundle F=MxM-^M, and the space of C1 sections whose inverse
exist is an open subset of Cl(F)0
Its intersection with Hk(F)^
k
£>m-H 9 is called @ , and the group of C°° diffeomorphisms is denoted
by ^0 Given s^Hk(F) a neighborhood U of s3 according to Palais'
construction, is given as follows : The relative tangent bundle T(F/M)
is restricted to the section s and U can be identified with a neighborhood of the zero-section of this bundle. In the case of a trivial
bundle U reduces to an open neighborhood of the zero-section of
Hk(s*TM}, where s* denotes the topological preimage under s : M-*M.
In particular Hk(s*TM) is the tangent space of &k at s,
We will study the action of @k+1 on ^\.
First9 we list a couple
k
of basic properties of @ (cf. [EB5 OM]).
Proposition 20 1. The set of Hk diffeomorphisms @k on a compact
differentiable manifold is a C°° Hilbert manifold and a topological group for
The composition of maps induces maps

of class Cr for r^>0. // $^@\ then the right-multiplication Rf:@-»@k is
of class C°°. If $<=&, then the left-multiplication L0:.0*-»^ is of
class C°°fl
Let k^>m + l and <f>^@k+l be fixed0 Then the continuous map
D<p : TM-+TM of the tangent bundle over <j) : M-*M induces a continuous
linear map Tid(@k)-*T0(@k), which is related to the left multiplication
by <j)a Now for a^^ka we have a natural commutative diagram

TM ^

TM

_*U TM -^

M

-^-> M -2-> M -^

1

TM

M

By standard arguments (cf 0 [EB5 OM]) one can show:
Proposition 2 e 2 0
a continuous action

The assignment a-*$*(o)~(P$)~la(D$)

defines
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which is of class C°° in the second variable. If a e #
map <j>-»<i>*<j from ®k+l to &ka is of class C°°.

a

is fixed, then the

Fix any 0eS 0 Then it induces an almost complex map (Af,
( Af, a) and there is a commutative diagram

(2. 1)
Af

— Af

So the derivative of the differentiable map jw(0, -) :^fl-»^a takes the
holomorphic tangent space of ^ J to itself ;i. ea //(0, -) is a holomorphic
map of C7-Hilbert manifolds, One can verify immediately that (2.1)
implies
(2. 2)

4*,(#*r) = (/ty) -M.(r) (00),

which means that 0jt/(0, -) iT1, (#*)-•» T1^^*) maps an element f to
"1! CD0). There is also a natural action

which is similar to // with respect to differentiability (cf0 2a 2) . If
(ye/f 00 ^ 2 ^*)) is a fixed symplectic form as in the first paragraph,
then &v+l shall denote its isotropy group, the group of symplectic Hk+1diffeomorphisms.
It is well-known (and follows from a consideration
of «(-, (o) that ^^+1 is a closed subgroup of @k+1 and a C°°-submanifold0
The derivative Da(-9 ®) :Hk+1(T)~»Hk(A2(T*» of a(-,oi) at ^=irf is
given by the the Lie-derivative X-»Lxa). Its kernel 7"^+19 which is the
tangent space of ^+1 at the identity, is called the space of symplectic
vector fields. The following is clear:
Proposition 20 30 The action of @k+l on &ka restricts to /4,:^+1X
^lar-^J.aw <z^ ^^J ^^^^ + 1 fixes the closed analytic subspace &*,„. All
maps {Jta>(<f>, -) i^lffl-*^!® flr^ holomorphic. For a^^ 0tQ) the map //«(-, <r) :
J.a, w o/* c/flJJ C00,, /^ is also true that the restriction
*a% -

>^1« w of class Cr for r^O.

Proposition 20 4a T/z^ ^roMj& ^^+1 acts on the complex analytic Hilbert
manifold &kai(0 equipped with both the weak (1.4) and the complete (1.9)
Hermitian metric as group of isometries.
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Proof'. Let 0e^* +1 be fixed. Let r be any element of ^lito and
Then by 2. 2 0: (Af, r')-»(Af, r) is an almost complex map 0
r': =0*T.
Let g=gT and g'=gt,. If AT, Y^Hk(T) are real vector fields, then

Thus 0 induces an isometry from H k ( S 2 ( S t f ) ) to Hk(S2(Sr)) provided
with the L2 inner product.
Now we show that <p induces an isometry also with respect to the
.fiP-complete metric. V and V resp. shall denote the Riemannian
connections with respect to g and g'. We use the connections D and
D' of Yano3s such that g and r (g' and r') are parallel (see formula
(1.8)). Then

This formula is still true if we replace Y by any symmetric tensors0
If [Xi] is a set of ^'-orthonormal vector fields, then

From this and analogous equalities one can deduce easily the desired
assertion,,
3o

The Space of Isomorphlc Almost KaHer Structures
Action of the Group of Symplectic DIffeomorphlsms

the

Let (J and r be Kahler structures on (M3 co) of class Hk.
Then
two Kahler manifolds (Af, a, w) and (Af, r3 o>) are isomorphic, if there
exists a biholomorphic map 9? : (Af, a) -> (Af, r) such that <p*a)= CD, In
this section we show first that such a £> is necessarily of class Hk+la
This means that we can identify the set of isomorphism classes of
such Kahler manifolds with the quotient space ^L—^}^/^^1, We
show furthermore that the action of ^+1 on #£« is proper 0
Theorem 3. 1.

Let &>2m-j-3 and p^^^kaiCOa

Let gp and gT be the
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respective underlying Riemannian metrics (which are in particular of class
Cm+3) . Then any symplectic C1 isometry $ : (M, gp) -> (M, gt) is necessarily
of class Hk+\
Corollary 38 20 The moduli spaces Jt\ and J£\t(t> of isomorphism
classes of (almost) Kdhler structures of class Hk on the symplectic manifold
(Af,o>) are exactly the quotients %U@l+l and tf
The action /4,:^+1X tfj..-**'!.. is proper, provided

Theorem 3,3.

Corollary 3.4* The spaces Jt\> and Ji\t(0 equipped with the quotient
topology are Hausdorff and the embeddings *J^J-><!f J.«, V^^V^ yield
embeddings Jt*$-*Jt\.* and ur*+1-»uT*.
Corollary 3*5o (i) All ®l+l-orbits are closed in tf *„.
(ii) If T^&katCO, then the isotropy group @k£l is compact.
Lemma 30 6e Let gj9 j£=.N and g^ be Riemannian metrics on a manifold
M and dh dQ the corresponding distance functions. If gj converge to gQ in
a locally uniform way^ then dj->dQ in a locally uniform way,
Proof 0 Choose a compact coordinate neighborhood U in M and
denote by /,-(r) tne ^-length of an arbitrary C x -path ^ : ( 0 , l ) - »
C/9 j^O. From the assumption we get for any l>e>0 a jQ such that
|J/(r) — ^o(r) K£^o(r) for j^jo. This implies dj(x9 y)^(l +e) °dQ(x, y)
and ^0(^3^)^-11

£

°dj(x, y) for all x, y^U andj^jQo

Lemma 30 78 Let M9 M be connected locally compact metric spaces
with metrics dn, dn converging in a locally uniform way to metrics d0 and
d0 respectively. If (P y : (Af, dj)—>(M,) d^) are isometries, then a subsequence
0jw converges in a locally uniform way to an isometry @Q: (M^d0)-^(M9 dQ)B
The proof of the classical v, Dantzig-v. d. Waerden theorem gives
the above statement immediately (cf. [K-N, 1.4]).
Let M be a C°° manifold,, Let r>0 and g, h be Riemannian metrics
of class Cr+1* Then any isometry 0 : M-*M of the underlying metric
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have the following assertion:
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Moreover we

Lemma 3<,8 0 Let gj and hh j^N^ be Riemannian metrics of class
C
on Af? which converge uniformly on compact sets together with their
derivatives up to order r + l3 i. e* in the Cr+1- topology, to Riemannian
metrics gQ and h0 respectively. Let 0jiM—>M be isometries of the metric
spaces induced by gj and hj respectively. Then a subsequence <Py(4) converges
in the Or -topology to a Cr-isometry 0Q: (M,gQ)-*(M9 h0).
r+l

Proof i By 30 6 and 3. 7 a subsequence <Py(W converges In the
C°- topology to some C°-lsometry 0Q:M-*M of the metric spaces
induced by gQ and hQ respectively. Let L(M) be the principal bundle
of linear frames on M. The metrics gj and hj resp 0 induce Riemannian
metrics gj and hj of class Cr on L(M} which converge to gQ and hQ
resp. in the Cr-topology0 (The assignment g-*g is as follows: For
the vertical direction embed L(M) into the Riemannian vector bundle
End (I'M) and induce the flat metric of each fiber of End(TM) on
each fiber of L(M). For the horizontal direction use the Riemannian
connection.) Now the (P y# :Z*(Af)->L(Af) are isometries of the metric
spaces Induced by gj and hj respectively., Again by 3Q 6 and 30 7 a
subsequence $}•(*)* converges In the C°-topology to $0*, which means
that <Pj(W converges to ^0 In the C^-topology. The rest follows by a
repeated application of this argument.
Proof of 50 1. By the theorem of Meyers-Steenrod any Isometry
0 Is of class Cm+2. The claim Is of local nature,, For simplicity we
assume the existence of a reference Kahler structure a which induces
the underlying differentiable structure. (This is the only case which Is of
Interest to us.) Let V and W be coordinate neighborhoods with local
holomorphlc coordinates (£1, . • •5 zm) and (w[9 . . . , wm) resp, on (Af, a)
such that <f>(W)dV.
Let 5r and Sp resp B be the Images of /a— A
and I0 — B resp. for A, B^Hk(SS®S0). Then by an elementary calculation, we see that 0 is a solution of the following equations:
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where $ are the component functions of fi. Then (00 is a solution
of the linear first order system of differential equations
(3. 2)

*•(«,)

-y

The application of 2-g—r yields a second order system of differential
equations, whose main part is

The characteristic matrix is the following product for (f l 5 . . . , £OT)
rC^fi-^fifr)/,

L

0

0_

,
Jk

5

te^-JB ^)/
kr

2m

t

1 r/

4«, -I

J ' UP,

/

i

J•

l

Its determinant is \g jj$k — B ^k^r\ 'dGt(d k—A iA' k)^ which is positive
whenever f ^0. From this one can see that the above system is elliptic.
We write (3. 1) in the following form:
(3.3)

af(w^(w))^

= Q,

where af* are Hk functions on VxW for i, j, ^8 = 1, . . . , wz, T, . . . , m
and or = l , . . . 5 w z . We consider the following second order system
which is solved by u = <f>:
(3.4)

Di(af(w^(w^}

• A^)=0

Now ^ is already known to be of class Hm+2. By the //'-composition lemma (cf. [EB, 3.1]) all afj(w,$(w»
are of class Hm+2.
(Observe that one needs for this the particular form of the coefficients.)
Hence we can use the regularity theorem below for a bootstrap
argument to show that <p is of class //*+1.
Theorem 30 9« Let Q'^Q^R" be domains with smooth boundaries.
Consider an elliptic system of second order real linear differential equations

on O such that af EE//*+1(^)5 /6E//*(£)3 i, j = l, . . . , n, £ J = l , . . . ,1
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which is in H1 (Q)

is actually in Hk+2(Q'), and

(3.5)

INI^^^c-aNl^ + ll/il^)

with C>0 only depending continuously on the Hk+l-norms of the coefficients
of L and on the geometry of Qf^Q^Rna
This Is an analogy of the main theorem of \_D-N~l and [G-T,
8 e 8 3 8.10] and can be proved In parallel way 0
Remark 3. 10. One can also show the following:
(I) Let & g' be any Riemannlan metrics of class Hka Then any
isometry 0 : (M, g) -> (M9 g') Is necessarily of class Hk+1a
(ii)
The action of &k+l on the space of Hk Riemannian metrics
Is proper.
Proof of 3.3. We have to show: Given Tj^V *„ and
such that /0y = /*«(0>, *v) and rj converge to some pQ, r0 in **«,«» there
exists a converging subsequence ^(o"*^) in @®+l (and [£a($Q9 TO) = #))•
We consider <j>j : ( M, gp.) -> (M5 gTj) as a sequence of isometries of
Riemannlan manifolds.

We set gj=gp.

and hj = hz.e

By 3.8 there

exists a subsequence (say (0J itself) which converges to some Cm+2
symplectic isometry ^0 In the C^^-topology. All <f>t are solutions of
where 0%% (w, z) ->fl?;'(0) (^, *) In the Hfe-topology. Now we apply 3. 1
and the estimates of 3, 9. By the composition lemma
at i) (w, ^ (z«0 ) -

>aa0:J(Q, (w, $Q (w) )

In the //m+2-topology. As the constant C In (3. 5) depends continuously
on the norms of the coefficlents 5 we can see that ^->^0 In the Hm+2topology. (Consider the equation

which Is solved by 0t —
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An Infinitesimal Slice Theorem-Orthogonal Decomposition
of the Space of Symmetric (0,2) -Tensors

The first step for the local description of the moduli spaces Jt\
is to study the infinitesimal action of the group of symplectic diffeomorphisms on the spaces of Kahler and almost Kahler structures. We
fix a Kahler structure ae^ I > a , and denote by g the metric tensor
induces by a and co.
Lemma 4.1. Let X=Xa~+XHk+1(T),
a real vector field on (M, 0) .
only if
(4.1)

m + l<k^oo be

Then X is a symplectic vector field, if and

Xfl* = X*..,

These conditions are equivalent to
(4.3)

rfcf

= 0, where S = Xad^a + X^

and dc = ^-l (3-5).

An immediate consequence is:
Lemma 4.2 0 The symplectic vector fields X of class Hh+l
correspond exactly to real l-forms £ with

on M

(4.4)

with a real function f of class Hh+2 on M and a holomorphic I -form
rJ = Yadza<EQ1(M,a) on (M,a) i.e.
(4.5)

t

From (4. 5) one sees that
(4. 6)

r*+1 = dc (Hk+2 (K) ) © (Re Ql (M, a) )

is an orthogonal decomposition. We denote by S2 = S% = S2 (S* ) the
bundle of (complex) symmetric covariant (0, 2) -tensors on (M, a)
interpreted as an U-vector bundle.
Then we consider the following differential operator
(4. 7)

0 : C~ (R) -

>C~ (S2) ,

0 (f ) = f=lf& .
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The symbol of 0 is clearly injective and its formal adjoint
is

Both 0 and 6* are of degree two and map /ffe+2-sections to //^-sections.
Standard arguments (cf. [BE-EB, Sect 4]) yield:
Theorem 4. 38

There is a decomposition

Hk (S2) = Im (0 : Hk+2 (U) ©ker (0* : Hk (S2) -

»Hk (S2) )
»Hk~2 (R) ) ,

k g oo

into the direct sum of closed linear subspaces, which are orthogonal with
respect to the L2 inner product ( , )0 and
Hk+l (S2) fl 0 (Hk+2 (R))=0 (Hk+3 (R) ) .
We denote by V the finite dimensional image of Ql (M9 a) in
C°°(S2) under the map j} = Yadza*-+Y0.d(Observe that rf^ = 0). The
image 0 (Hk+2 (R) ) + V is closed in Hk(S2) for all A;^oo 3 and if Fx is
the orthogonal complement of V in H°(S2) with respect to the L2
inner product, then (7- L n//*(5 2 ))©7=^*(5 2 ) in an orthogonal
decomposition with respect to ( , )0. This proves:
Remark 4. 40 Hk(S2) = [0(H*+2(J?)) + F]©^*"1^) H F-1-],
0%:Hk(S2)->Hk-2(R) is the formal adjoint of 0. Furthermore
H*+1(S2) n (0(Hk+2(R)} +F) =6(Hk+*(R))

where

+F

and

O) n F^
Remark 4. 50 If all holomorphic vector fields on
identically, then VnO(Hk+2(R)) = (0).

(M, a) vanish

The above theorem is related to the infinisitesimal action of
on &*„:
Proposition 4 0 6 0

Let a^.(£'?m.

Then the derivative of //«( — 9
w
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Its image is the (closed) subspace 0 (Hk+2 (R) ) + V,
Let H%+2(M, R) = {/EE//*+2(M, R) ; (fa>m = Q} , which is the orthogonal
complement of the constants with respect to the L2 inner product in
Hk+2(M,R).
Then in the above arguments we may replace d° by
its injective restriction to Hl+2(M,R) and 6 by its restriction

0 : Hk0+2 (M, R) 5.

»Hk (M, S2) .

The Slice Theorem for the Action of the Group of
Symplectic Diffeomorphisms on the Space of
Almost Complex Structures

Roughly speaking, a slice for the action of ^^+1 on #* iffl and <£*ta
at a point o^^kit(0 is a subspace complementary to the orbit and
invariant under the isotropy group of a. As fjta is just of class C°,
we shall have to restrict ourselves to structures a of class C°°. In this
section we always assume k^>2m + 3.
Let <T<^&ii<0 be a fixed Kahler structure. Then //„(-, tf):S*+1-><T * i£U
is of class C°°, its image, the orbit 0}, is closed in &kai<r by 3.5, and
its isotropy group @a is compact and by 3. 1 contained in Sffl.
Furthermore, as a is integrable, it consists of biholomorphic automorphisms of (M, a).
Lemma 5.1. The space @l+l/Sia of left cosets (j>*@0 carries a
natural structure of a Cx-Hilbert manifold, and the map //«( — , (7) :
^i^^OJc^*,. induces a diffeomorphism from ^kQ)+1/^ff onto 0*. All
of these maps are compatible with the Sobolev filtration.
Proof. As @a is compact, the quotient &*+1/&a is Hausdorff.
As S 0 C^2, the multiplication @%+l X @0-*@l+l is of class C°°,
and the tangent space of @a is closed in ^+1, The derivative of the
above map is just the addition of tangent vectors. Thus we can find
through every given point <fi (locally closed) submanifolds Ak+l^^^+1
such that the multiplication restricted to Ak+1X@0is a diffeomorphism
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on to an open subset of ^*+1.
By the canonical projection AM is
mapped onto some open set F fe+1 cS* +1 /^a homeomorphically, which
can be taken as a coordinate neighborhood. Transition functions can
be induced by the left-multiplication of elements of 3am If $&&„,
then we can achieve Ak+ln ^+2 = Ak+2 for any k>2m + 3.
Now
can
be
+1
k
#»( — »*)
factored by a C°° map @%> /@a->O a and from 4.6
its derivative is a closed embeddingWe consider the closed submanifold OJc^* i f l ,. Its normal bundle
vk is by definition the orthogonal complement of the tangent bundle
T(OJ) in !T(#* i<B ) |OJ with respect to the L2 inner product on the
fibers of T(^* i<y ) |OJ. The bundle vk is homogeneous under the action
of ^£+1 in the strong sense that the action on 01 lifts to the total
space of the bundle. If re^* i £ U and ^e^* +1 , then we write $*T:=

Proposition 50 2e

7%* normal

bundle

vk is

a C°° subbundle

of

Proo/. Let 0J +1 x7;(#i tfll )-»r(«'I i J |0* be the natural continuous
action where 7*, (#*.„) is the tangent space at a. Let vkdT(tf *>(0) \0ka
be the image of &*+lX0*-l(Q). Then exactly as in ([EB], proof of
7S 1) one can show that vk is a smooth subbundle. Now vk is just
the image of ^£ +1 X (TCOJ)- 1 -). By 4. 3 we have the orthogonal decomposition C00^2) =Im ^0Ker 6>*a Let V be the image of V in Ker 6*
by the resulting projection. Then we have the orthogonal decomposition y* = Im ffk@V with P'cKerfljf.
Let irf be the image of
^^XF^TX^.J |0* by the above action. Then *"' is clearly a
C°°-subbundle of finite rank of P*. Let >^:y fe -^^ / be the orthogonal
projection, which is a C°° homomorphism. Moreover it is a submersion
because the restriction of X to ^/ is the identity. Hence uk =
is a C°° subbundle.
Corollary 58 30 Tfer^ exi^5 a 3 ^-invariant neighborhood Wk of the
zero-section of vk which is mapped dijfeomorphicallv by the exponential map
onto a neighborhood Nk of OJ in ^ k a i Q ) . The map is ^^+l-equivariant,
Remark 5,4,

We can choose W*Q and N*° for some

such that Wk'.=Wk°r\vk and ^-.=^0*1.. for £>A0 have the above
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property. This follows from our construction and [KO] (in particular
lemma 2.8).
Definition 5. 5. Let a<= V itU and k>2m + 3. Then a slice &* through
a for the action of S*,+1 on ^* i<B is a locally closed C°°-submanifold
of # B% with ae^*, which satisfies the following conditions:
(i) &*k is invariant under the action of the isotropy group
(ii) If 0<ES* +1 with ti»(fa yk)nyk* 0 then #e# fl .
(iii)
There exist a neighborhood F*+1C^*+1/^ff of the residue
class of the identity and a section j8: F*+1->S*+1 of 0*+1-»0*+1/0, such
that //aGSxid) :F* +1 xy *-»#*,« is a homeomorphism onto a neighborhood of <7.
Theorem 5. 60 L0J <r £#,-.« a^rf k^>2m + 3.
Then there exists
k l
always a slice ^**.=yj through a for the action of ® £ on # *.«.
The
t (
k
set ff'$=&'*tp=ff" n i£*.0 is closed in &* and the statements (i)" to (iii)
with &* and <g*i<0 replaced by Sf\ and ^? i<a equally hold.
Corollary 5,7. The natural map of the quotient spaces
are homeomorphisms onto open subsets for <ye^\- ifflo

^\t0/^a-^J(^

Proof of 5. 6. Let Wk be as in 5. 3 and vl the fiber over er.
Then a candidate for the slice is ^k'=exp(Wkn^o)a
The isotropy
group &ff acts on v* isometrically, and exp is S^+1-equi variant. Thus
@a fixes ^ fe (as a set), which proves (i).
Next we show (iii) : We use Vk+l and Ak+1 as in the proof of 5e 1
and use the sectionfi:Vk+l- >4*+1«- >^V"1.
We may assume that
^*:=//«(j8xirf)(F* +1 x^*) is contained in JV*.
inverse of #.G8xid) : F* +1 X^ fe ->M?* is given by
(5. 1)

Then a continuous

Kr) = (^exp-1(r), ^.((jS/twrexp-^r))- 1 ^)

where 7r:y*->OJ is the bundle projection and p is the inverse of the
diffeomorphism S^+1/^0->OJ.
The second statement follows directly from the properness of the
group action after a reduction in size of £Pk: Otherwise there existed
points an and rn^an in &k tending to a and ^ n e^* +1 with rn = ji(<i>w *„),
and <f>n&&0. After passing to a subsequence, we may assume that
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$n converge to some 0e^* +1 by (3.3), which has to be contained
In 2 <,. Thus <j)n° @ 0C.Vk+l for sufficiently large n, and then $n®n=?n
for am rn^^>kj which Is Impossible by (III),
As ^k^1 fixes &{,<», the statements on ^\ are clear0
The chosen approach using weak Riemannian metrics enables us to
compare slices and group actions for various k:
Proposition 50 80 Let
(I) The map ^(fixid)
(II) Let Rk = /jtQ)(^Xid)
e:Rk-*Vk+lx3*k to Rk+r is
(III)

<j^.^iiQ> and k^k0'-=5
: Vk+lX c5*i+r-»#*ifl, is of class C".
(Vk+lX^k} d&*ito. Then the restriction of
of class Cr for all r^0 0

^ ? 0 n ( ^ ? f l i { a satisfy the conditions of 505 on £fk»

In view of (III) above, we take In the sequel £P °fl *%> Il0> as ^k and
set £P=r\ £fk and ^i = ^ita = r\ ^f >00 Observe that SP Is a slice for
the action of 2 ^ on <S aiQ},
Proof0
The statement (1) follows from 50 43 (II) follows from 20 39
and (ill) follows from the fact that the group Inversion <£}k+'->&k Is of
class Cr and that a similar property holds for exp~ 1 (cf 0 [KO, OM]).

68

The Moduli Space of Kahler Structures on a

Let (M9 (o) as before be a compact real symplectlc manifold of
dimension 2m0 We are Interested In the moduli space Jl^ of Isomorphism classes of Kahler structures of class C°° on (M9w). We assume
that Jlv^ 0 . We describe this space by means of almost Kahler
structures of class //*. The moduli space Jt<» Is the Inverse limit
llm Jtl>* We endow Ji^ with the Inverse limit topology0 The results
of section 3 imply that the natural
and the following
Proposition 6* 1.

maps ^^-^Jil, are embeddings

The space Ji^ is

Hausdorjf,
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The analogous statements hold for the moduli space Jta.<» of
isomorphism classes of almost Kahler structures on (M9 CD) .
The structure of these spaces can be described in the framework
of the ILH-category (inverse limits of Hilbert spaces) introduced by
Omori [OM]. We briefly review the concept
A system [Ek;k^N, k^>d] for some d^N is called a Sobolev-chain
if every Ek is a real Hilbert space9 and Ek+l is linearly and densely
embedded in £*.
Definition 6, 2e Let N be a topological space0 Then TV is a strong
C°° lJuJrL-manifold modelled on a Sobolev chain {Eh} k^>d, if there exists a
family N\ k^d, of C°° Hilbert manifolds modelled on E\ if the following conditions hold:
(i) Nk+1<- *Nk is a continuous inclusion0
(ii) There exists a homeomorphism h:N-*r\Nk, where the interk^d
section is endowed with the inverse limit topology.
(iii)
For any x&N there exists a coordinate neighborhood U(h(x))
d
dN and a coordinate map 0d:U(h(x))-*Ed such that
4>d(U(h(x}} nJV*)cE*

and

&|(E/(A(*)) HN k

k

is a coordinate map for N for all k^d,
One can also define in a similar way strong C -analytic ILHmanifolds and -spaces modelled on a chain of complex Hilbert manifolds and spaces,, For the definition of strong ILH-groups we refer
to Omori [OM 1. 2. 1].
The groups of //fe-diffeomorphisms @k of Af, k^m + l9 together
with their common intersection 2 are known to form a strong ILHgroup, and the group ^ of symplectic diffeomorphisms forms a closed
ILH-subgroup of 2 [OM].
As a first remark we note that # Bifl , is a strong C -analytic ILHmanifold, containing the C7-anaIytic ILH-space <£it<0. The action of
the strong ILH-group 2& „ is continuous. For a description of the
quotients we use the results of section 50 From Corollary 5. 7, we
obtain immediately the following
Proposition 60 30

The topology of Jt^ is generated by all sets £Pit0/ @ Q
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where d^^it<00
For those Kahler structures which allow no non-vanishing holomorphic vector fields one can say more: Let ^f.^C^*^ denote the space
of such structures. Then it is ^* +1 -invariant 0 Jl\ shall denote the
quotient %? Y.J ^ ka?1 -> £^S°°9 and we write Ji^—JCtT* In this situation
all stabilizer groups ^0? a &<£*'» are finite0
Lemma 6Q 40

The moduli space Jt'^ is an open subspace of Jl^*

Proof.
We show that the complement ^"•=^\,<0—<^\ft<0 is a closed
analytic subspace8 The proof of Kuranishi's theorem [KU] shows
that integrable almost complex structures which are "close" to a given
one r in ^\,^ are also close to r in the sense of deformation theory
and that ^* is locally a product of a finite dimensional analytic
space S which is the base of a versal deformation and an infinite
dimensional manifold <$. However in the set of all points whose
fibers possess holomorphic vector fields ^0 is an analytic set A^ and

In order to describe the structure of J(^ we introduce the following
terminology :
Definition 60 50 (1) Let Nl and N2 be two strong C°° ILHmanifolds modelled on Sobolev chains {E^} and (Ell respectively, A
continuous map f'-Nl— >N2 is called a smooth ILtH-map, if the following
condition is satisfied: For any x^Ni there exist neighborhoods Ui and
f/2 of x and /(#) resp 0 with coordinate maps
<f>j:UJ—:>VjC:E,j=l,2,
1
such that /—^2/^F extends to a continuous map fk:Vi~>Vk2 for each
A;3 and its restriction fk: V\+r—>V\ is of class Cr for any r^0 3 where
V]CLEk are open subsets associated to coordinate maps (f}3.
(2) Let N be a topological space. We call N a strong C°°'Q ILHmanifold modelled on a Sobolev chain [Ek] , if there exist some open
covering {f/J of TV, and on each C7f a structure of a strong C°° ILHmanifold modelled on {£*} such that if Uu'=Ui fl U^$
the identity
of Un is a smooth ILH-map of one structure to the other in the sense
of (1).
(3) Let TV be a strong C°° ILH-manifold with a defining system
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of Hilbert manifolds [Nk] and KdN a closed subspace0 Then K is
called a C°° ILH-subspace, if the following condition is satisfied : There
exist a strong C°° ILH-submanifold ^4cN and a strong C7-analytic
ILH-subspace Bc:N defined by systems of closed C°° submanifolds
AkdNk and closed C -analytic subspaces BkdNk resp, such that K is
the intersection of all Kk=Akr\Bk with the inverse limit topologya
(4) Using (2) and (3) 9 we can define the notion of a C00'0 subspace
of a strong C°°'° ILH-manifold.
Example 6 0 6o Denote by ^ 9 ^ 3 V the ILH-manifolds induced
by the inverse systems {^fe}, {&k} 9 [Vk] according to 5.8 (cf. also
the proof) . Then the following are examples of smooth ILH-maps:
(1) The group inversion ^^^a (cf. [OM]).
(2) The action //«: ^ ffl X #3,*,-* ^a.a 5 in particular its restriction
(3)

The inverse h : # -»Fx & ... of

Definition 60 70 Let X be a topological HausdorfF space and U
an open subset of X. Then a Zosfl/ ILH-uniformizing system of C/ is a
quadrupel (C/9 C7, ^9 TT) consisting of a strong ILH-manifold f7
modelled on a Sobolev chain {£"*} , a closed C°° ILH-supspace U of
f/, a finite group 3f which acts on U smoothly and fixes C7, and
finally of a ^-equi variant continuous map 7t:U->U which induces a
homeomorphism C//S— »[/, where Of acts trivially on U.
Definition 6e 8e An ILH-V-space of class C°°'° consists of a topological Hausdorff space X together with a collection «^"= {t/? C/, ^3 TT)}
of local ILH-uniformizing systems such that all U generate the
topology of X and the following compatibility condition holds: If
(C7 9 C/ 9 ^ 5 7r) and (U\U\@\x') are in & with UdU' then there
exist a representation S-»^'
and a (S, ^')-equivariant smooth
ILH-map of a neighborhood of U in U to £/' which induces the
embedding U<- >t7 / . An ILR-V -manifold of class C°°'° is an ILH-Vspace, where one can choose local uniformizing systems with U=U,
Theorem 60 9e The moduli space ^'^ of Kdhler structures on a real
symplectic manifold (M9 cy) that allow no holomorphic vector fields other
than zero is a Hausdorff ILH-V-space of class C00'0*
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Proof. Let a^Wi>ca and ^a? {?Oti the slices of the action of ® „ on
# at(a and <?,.,„ respectively. Let L^^./^cuC Then (.9%, ^if., S ff5
K0'>y a,i~~*Ua) is a local ILH-uniformizing system for C/ff. The construction of the ^a allows us to assume that these are simply connected.
We let a run through all points of #£« and Ua through a base of
neighborhoods of the image of a in Jt^.
Let re# f ' i f f l and (^ r 9 ^ ril -, BT, ^T°.^Zti~^UT) be a further uniformizing system such that UT is contained in Ua. We have to show that
there exists a ( ^ Z 3 SJ-equi variant smooth ILH-map «$V-»5V Let
pG^ r be any element. Then there exists a 0eS f f l and a neighborhood FO)C^ r such that <p*pGiff'a and 0*F(/0)C^ (cf. 6 0 6 ) 0 Then
/4TV* composed with the projection to &*a gives a smooth ILH-map
V(p)-^^0 which induces the embedding ?r r (F(»)<- >f/ ff (cf. 6. 6).
From this and the fact that &T is simply connected, we can construct
a smooth ILH-map %0'.^T-*&'ff inducing f/a->f/r such that ^0| V(p) is
of the above kind. Then such a map ^0 is unique up to the action
of $)T, Now 1Q is certainly (@ ^ S a )-equi variant

7o

Relations Between Jt»
the Moduli Space
of Polarized Kahler Manifolds

Let (M9 o>3 0-) be a symplectic manifold equipped with a Kahler
structure c;. Then by the assignment wi-»/h:=f>] ^H2(M, R) it
determines a polarized manifold (X, 2) where A r =(M 5 o i ). Let ^
be the moduli space of all non-uniruled polarized Kahler manifolds
with fixed Kahler class X\J(^ is an analytic space by [FU1, SGH]0
Let Jt^'a^l and Ji'^Ji^ be the subspaces consisting of those
Kahler structures (M, CD, a) such that (Af, a) is not uniruled 0 Then
by the deformation invariance of the non-uniruledness [FU2] as in
the proof of 60 4 one sees that Ji'^Ji^ is open. We denote the
canonical maps by 77* : u?*"-*.^ ; /7ffl:^^->^ .
Theorem 70 10 i^^ (Af, o>) be a symplectic manifold. Then for all
A:^>dim(Af) +3 and ^=[o>] the images of the canonical maps H^Jl^-^Jij,
are open and closed. In particular^ the image of Tl^'.Ji'u-^Jti is open and
closed.
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Proof. Let (Af, c7 0 ,<w) be a Kahler manifod, aQ of class Hk and
p^Jtx the isomorphism class of the induced polarized manifold
(^oj^o). Let (3F-+S, A&/S) be a local universal family whose distinguished fiber (XSQ,AX ) is endowed with a fixed isomorphism with
CSfo,'^)).
The natural map from 5 to Jtx sending s^S to the
isomorphism class of the fiber ( X S , A X ) is holomorphic. Its image is
an open neighborhood of p. The openness of 77* is proved if we show
for all je£ the existence of a ae^-.a such that ((M9a)9X) is
isomorphic to ( X S , 2 X ) . For j=j- 0 this is true. We connect any point
s^S with SQ by a real differentiate arc ^00? ^[0? 1]. As the polarization 1%/s can be realized by a relative Kahler form c%/Ss where
cos—cog-/s\Xs equals co for s = s0, we have a family of symplectic forms
i]t=a)T(t) on M with [jft] =^. By a theorem of Moser [MO] there
exists a diffeomorphism 0 on M such that <f>*cos=<p*7}l = co.
This
means that ( X s , ^ ) can be realized by a Kahler structure on the
symplectic manifold (M, tw) . The closedness of the images of 77*,
follows from the proposition below.
Let X<=H2(M,K) be fixed and FA be the
forms on M whose de Rham class equals /L
on TV Let [rt}tel be the set of connected
is countable. Fix representatives a)c^Fc for
Proposition 78 2e
e^L

set of all C°° symplectic
We put the ^-topology
components of JT; which
each

The moduli space Jtx is the union of all 77* (u?i),

The images of any two Jil, and Jtl> are disjoint or equal.

Proof. If MX, w2 are in the same connected component of F^9 then
by the above theorem of Moser, there is a C°°-diffeomorphism 0 of
M such that <f>*a)2=o)lm This implies that the images of Jl"^ and Jf^
are the same. The first assertion follows from this and the definition.
For the second assertion let (M, <73 w) and (M, r, co) be Kahler
structures, and cp: (M;a)9 [co] ) -> ( (M, r) , [of] ) an isomorphism of
polarized manifolds, in particular c/>*[&]==[w].
The family cot = t°co
+ (1 — t) -^*d) consists of Kahler forms with respect to a in a fixed
cohomology class. Again, Moser's theorem gives a diffeomorphism
1\M-^M such that %*^*ft)=c^0 Now by means of the map <p% the
connected components of Jtl and ^~ containing (Af, a, o>) and (M, r, d>)
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resp a are transformed bijectively into each other. So the images under
77* and 771 are equal.
Theorem 70 3- Let (M, X) be a compact dijferentiable manifold with
2eH 2 (M,IS) 0 Then the moduli space ^x of polarized Kdhler structures on
(M91)
has countable topology.
Proof. From the second section we know that all ^J^ct/OO C
Hk(S0) are Hilbert-analytic manifolds containing the closed Hilbertanalytic subspaces #* t<B . These consist of countably many components
with countable topology,, The subspaces of complex structures which
allow non-zero holomorphic vector fields or yield uniruled manifolds
are closed analytic subspaces. Since the moduli spaces Ji^ carry the
quotient topology9 these have a countable topology as well. Furthermore the topology on the inverse limit ^a, = lim^« is countable. Now
by the proof of 7. 1 and Moser's theorem Jix has countable topology.
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